The Discovery Museum, Inc.

**Position Title: Outreach Summer Teacher**
**Reports To: Director of Education**
**Status: Part-Time, Temporary (June-August) – Flexible hours**

**Position Overview**

The Outreach Summer Teacher provides highly interactive educational experiences and lessons to The Discovery Science Center’s community partners. The Teacher delivers programs at venues throughout the community as well as some onsite programs in the classrooms. The Teacher is responsible for the management of students and classroom volunteers, and for the preparation of classroom activities as well as reporting attendance and travel reconciliations.

**Major Tasks and Responsibilities**

- Prepare and teach offsite workshops for students
- Train on GSK Science in the Summer curriculum and program expectations
- Perform the tasks involved with the set-up and breakdown of programs
- Prepare materials for travel
- Submit weekly travel and attendance reports
- Ensure that all programs are performed in a manner that is consistent with the Science Center’s approach to STEM teaching and learning
- Other STEM Learning Programs tasks as assigned

**Experience and Qualifications**

- BA/BS preferred, masters preferred
- Experience with children’s programs a must
- Inquiry-based STEM teaching experience and/or teaching experience a plus
- Self-motivated, dynamic, able to work in a team environment, demonstrate a passion for STEM teaching and learning, comfortable speaking in front of large groups, and willing to teach audiences of all ages
- Valid driver’s license in good standing required
- Bilingual/multilingual a plus

**About Discovery Museum, Inc.:**

The Discovery Museum provides dynamic, hands-on STEM experiences that resonate with the innate curiosity, learning desire, and spirit of exploration of our guests. We encourage young learners to ask questions, solve problems, and engineer solutions today so they are better prepared to embrace the challenges of tomorrow.
It is the policy of Discovery Museum to provide equal employment opportunity (EEO) to all persons regardless of age, color, national origin, citizenship status, physical or mental disability, race, religion, creed, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and/or expression, genetic information, marital status, status with regard to public assistance, veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by federal, state or local law. In addition, Discovery Museum will provide reasonable accommodations for qualified individuals with disabilities.

**How to Apply:**
If interested, please send your resume and cover letter to education@shudiscovery.org.